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i~.' stract
Let A = (Ai;) be an 11 x n matrix of operators acting on the Banach space
X = Xl iD X~ (9· .. (~) XII endowed with the II . II '\. norm. Gershgorin circle theorem ex-
tends to this setting: (I'
G,. = a(Air ) U{i.: i. \1' a(A,;) and liP - A;,) III I .-;t.. IIAI/II}.
1- 1./ II
then
1/
a(A) C Ua..
i,-,I
MoJ'<!Ol'£'J'. assume Ihal J is a p/'o!J<'t' 1l01lt.'III/Jly subset o] { 1.1, .... J1}. if Uii,! G, and
Ui~.J G,. are disjoint, then there ('.\';S( invariant suhspaces }'I and y~ .fIJI' A such tha!
a(Alrl) C UGi and a(Alr) C UGi<
j(./ i'/J
The notion of minimal Gershgorln setsthat follows is one possible generalization of what
Varga studied in the scalar case. (For partitioned matrices he used a more refined
gencralization.) For any positive Il~dimcnsional vector x ::-.: (Xl- ... ~X!l) the operator
is similar to A. Let
G;.• (A) =<T(A,,) U{z:z It o(A;;) and II (Au - zr '11-' .-; i~}tilr,)I!A;ill}.
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The minima] Gershgorin set G(A) is defined to be
/I
G(A) =nUG,.,(A).
:\>0 ;. I
As in the scalar case it has the property that
(1(Q..,) = U(1(8) c G(A).
1J·!l j
where
It is proved that If e((clt Xi is a Hi/hC'1'/ space and cud: A,; is 11Ol'm:". i = ]..... It. then
l1G(A) c (1(Q.d.
where DG(A) denotes the boundary or G(A). It is worth remarking that the closure or
a(Q..d is necessary. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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I. Introduction
1.1. The Gershgorin circle theorem has received a lot of attention by mathe-
maticians mainly interested in linear algebra Hod numerical analysis. It has
been refined (see for instance Ky Fan. [I Dand extended to the more general
setting of partitioned matrices, Feingold and Varga, [2]. It had even been re-
discovered and improved by Brauer in a series of papers, see (3] for additional
references. But the extension to infinite matrices has received comparatively
little attention; however, see the papers of Hannani, Nethanyahu and Reichaw
[4]; Shivakumar, Williams and Rudraiah [5]; and Farid and Lancaster [6] and
[7]. What apparently has not yet been done is to consider partitioned infinite
matrices. 'Ve will address this subject in this note and consider the case of finite
matrices of bounded operators on Banach spaces. The classical Gershgorin
theorem extends painlessly to this setting, although some technical preparation
is needed. We then give a few results when the operators act on Hilbert spaces,
and in particular when the diagonal consists of normal operators.
We should remark that another important difference between our approach
and the above mentioned articles 4-7 is that they consider unbounded oper-
ators while we stay in the friendlier territory cf bounded operators.
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One of the aims of this note is to bring Gershgorin circle theorem to the
attention of operator theorists, who have been largely unaware of this theorem
and its consequences. We would also like for linear algebraists and numerical
analysts to be more aware of the possibilities opened up by considering infinite
dimensional spaces in this setting. Since we are addressing these different
groups, some details may seem unnecessary for one or the other.
1.2. Recall that the spectrum of a bounded operator T, a(T), is defined by
a(1') =: {I. E C:;J - T is not invertible}.
The spectrum is a non-empty compuct SUbSCl of the complex numbers, but it is
possible that T does not have any eigenvalue. The operator ;./ - T may fail to
be invertible either because it is not onto or because ;. is an approximate ei-
genvalue; i.e., there exists a sequence of uni t vectors XIJ such that
lim II(iJ - T)(x,,)ll == o.
II-X
The set of approximate eigenvalues is denoted by tTapprm; (T). An important
property is that
ou(T) C tTapproll ( T),
where aa(T) means the boundary of (J( T). A Iundamental fact is the open
mapping theorem which says that if i./ - T is one-to-one and onto, the alge-
braic inverse (i../- T)-I is a bounded operator. i.e, i. rt. a(T).
N~ ~ and C denote natural, real and complex numbers respectively. Scalar
matrices act on en.
2. Gershgorin's theorem for matrices of operators
2.1. The following known facts about projections will be used in proving the
second part of the theorem of this section. (Except Proposition 2.2 which will
be used in Lemma 3.9.) They are presented here with their proof for ~he
convenience of the reader.
Let X be a Banach space and tel M, N be closed subspaces such that
M +N =X and M nN == {Ole Following Rudin l8], we say that M ffi N == X;
i.e, X is the direct sum of M and N. Notice that even if X is a Hilbert space, N
may still be different from M.L. Recall that the projection P on M parallel to N
is defined by P{m + 11) == m whenever m EM, 11 EN. It is well known that the
projection P is a bounded operator ([81, Theorem 5.16). The subspace
M == P(X) is called the range of the projection P.
Let E and F be the ranges of the projections PE and PF • The symbol E ~ F
means that there exists an invertible operator U such that PE == U-IPFU.
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2.2. Proposition. LeI X, Y he Banach spaces andX == NI (J) N2. !I'T : X -+ Y is a
hounded opera/or such that 1'Lv, and TIN~ are one-to-one and 1'(NI) ti1 T(NJ == y~
then T is invertible.
Proof. 1'(N,) fDT(N/J == Y means that T is onto. Assume that 1'(111 i}) JI~d == O.
Then 1'(111) == 1'( -n'l) E T(N,) nT(N:!) and therefore 1'(/71) == 0 = 1'(11].). But
then n, :=.; 0 since TI Ni is one-to-one. Thus T is one-to-one and 1'-1 exists as a
linear transformation: its boundcdness follows from the open mapping
theorem, D
Sz Nagy showed that if the projections P, Q satisfy liP - QII < I ~ its fixed
point spaces have the same dimension. Actually, a little bit more can be said.
see [9], Problem 3.2 I, p. \56.
2.3. Proposition. If P and Q are projections Oil u Banach splice X lind
liP - QII (11PII + III - PII) <' I ~ then P and Q are similar,
Proof. The operator T = QP ·1· (J - Q)(I- Pj satisfies TP == QP = QT. \Vc
show that T is invertible by showing that III - I'll < I. Indeed,
") ,
I - T = P: + (I - P) ~ - QP - (I - Q) (I - P)
= (P- Q)P+ (Q- P)(I - P).
Thus
1[1 - T11 ~ lIP - QII(IIPII + 11/- PI!) < I. 0
2.4. Corollary. Let 0 ~ 1~ I. If P(/) is a continuous path of projections Oil a
Banach space, then P(O) and P( I) are similar.
Proof. Since P{t) is continuous, IIP(t) Ii is continuous and therefore
M == max {IIP(t} II + III -- p(t) II : t E [0, I]} < 00.
Choose to == 0 < (I < ... < In == I such that IIPUd - P(tk .-I) 11M < 1 for
k = 1,2, ... ,11. Since there exists Tk such that (1'JJ-lp{h -dTk = P(/d, it follows
that
2.5. If the spectrum of T~ a(T)~ is contained in the union of two disjoint closed
sets a lJ() and (1'( T) n (J f:- 0. then the Riesz projection P(T; o) is defined by
P(T; rr) = J(I. - 7')-1 d).,
I'
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where r == U;'. -I 'ri is a system of closed simple rectifiable curves which satisfies
1/ {I if z E (:,~ indcxtc ~ I . ) ==Z:: < r, if "-j _1 0 I z E 0,
The projection P(T; a) commutes with T and a(TI}') c a, where Y is the range
of P( T; o). \Vc remark that the Ricsz projection does not depend on the par-
ticular system of curves '/j.
There are many books where the properties of the functional calculus (also
called symbolic calculus) are studied, see for instance Chapter 10 of [8],
Also notice that
TP(T; rr) 0= .r .(i. - Tf I di..
t
2.6. Proposition. LeI X he (/ Banach space and T(s), S E [0, IJ, a continuous path
of operators 011 X. Assume 'hat
a(T(s))CaU() and a(T(s))nai-0~
and also that a and () are disjoint closed sets. Then P( T(s) , (J) is a continuous path
o] projections.
Proof. Since (). - T(s))~ 1 is jointly continuous on the variables Iv E }'i and
s E [0, I], it follows that
IIP(T(/); (J) - P(T(s); O")l! ~ L 111ax{ lIP. - T(t)) -I - (I. - T(s)) -III : ). E )lJ,
where L is the sum of the lengths of the curves )Ij • 0
Remark. Let .X" Xl, ' .. ,X" be Banach spaces. Let X == XI Ef7X2 EB ... EB X;, be
endowed with the 11·1I.x,. norm; i.e., IlxI ED ... ED xll l j~ == max{llxIII,··" Ilx"II}.
Let (I be an absolute norm in C": i.e., a norm that satisfies
q(,\'" ,s,,) == q(I'\'1 [, .. , ,lslI l). The II· 11(1 norm in X is defined as follows:
Ilxl E9 E[7x"llq == q(llxlll, ... ,Ilxnll). Since all norms are equivalent in a finite
dimensional space, it can be proven that II ' Il q and II . II x, are equivalent norms
in X. In particular this means that a linear transformation on X is bounded
with respect to the II ' 11(1 norm if and only if it is bounded with respect to the
II . ILX) norm, The projection P; on X satisfies Pi(x, (1) ••• ED X1/) == Xi' For the
\hcorem below recall that the meanings of YI ill Y2 and E ~ F were given in 2.1.
As we said in the introduction Gershgorin's theorem was extended to par-
titioned matrices by Feingold and Varga [2]. We now state and prove the first
result presented in the abstract.
2.7. Theorem. Let XI ~X2l'" l~' he Banach spaces lind let A == (Ai)) act on
.X == XI EB X2 ED •.• ill ~r which is endowed with the" . 1Ix. 1101'111. If
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c, = "(Aii ) U{i. :I. ct "(Aii ) and II (i. - Ai;r I Wi ::;;j~}Aiill},
Then
n
a(A) c UG i •
; :.:: I
Moreover, lISSWl1e that J is a proper nonemptv subset (~( {I, 2... .. 11}, (I"Uir-.1 c,
and Uir/J G; are disjoint, then tile ranges YI lind Y2 (~f' the Ries: projections
P(A; UiE.I Gi ) and P(A; Ui1J G;), respectloely, lire invariant subspaccs (~r A with
YI ~ ElJ;r:JXi, Y2 ~ EL~i~UXi and Y, EB y~ == XI EB... mX;,.
Proof. Householder's proof of Gershgorin's theorem (for matrices of scalars)
works perfectly in this new setting. If
n
II()· - Aii)-III-I > L IIAij11
i r !.i/i
for all i ;= I~ 2, ... n, we will show that (t. - A)-I is invertible by showing that
(i.-A) = T(T-1(J.-A)) is a product of two invertible operators where
/AII-)' 0 0
o A22 - ). 0
T=
o o }
Thus T is invertible and since
- I + 1'-1 (A - ;.)
o
(A 22 - ).) - IA21
... -
.. -
(All - ).)-IAI2 '"
o
(All - ;.)-IA ln
(A 2:! - ;~) - 1A2/1
o
is such that III - r:' (A -~ }.)llx < I, then r' (A - ).) is also invertible.
To prove the remaining part we set, again as in the scalar matrix case,
A(s) == (A;As)) whereA;;(s) ==A ii for all i= 1,2, ... ,11 and Aij(s) =sAij ifi=j:.j.
Notice that A(1) = A. Since
All 0 0
o A21 0
A(O) ==
\ 0 o A'III
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we have that IT(A (0)) = U;~d IT(A;;) and also that the Riesz projection
P(A(O): U;EJG;) is EBiEJP; , Moreover. for each s E [0, I] the first part of the
theorem implies that a(A (s)) C U~~-oc I G;. Since A(s) is a continuous path of op-
erators. Proposition 2.6 implies that the Riesz projections P(A(s) ,U;E.lGi) are
also a continuous path of projections. Finally Corollary 2.4 states that
P(A(O); UiC:.IG;) (X) == Gj (Xi) ~ P(A( I)~ Uif.lG;) (X) == Y1 ,
;CJ
likewise
P(A(O):Ujf.lG;)(X) = (H(X;) ~ P(A(I):Uw.JG;)(X) == Y2.
iIIJ
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0
2.8. The matrix
1 1/2 0 0 0
0 I 3/4 0 0
A= 0 0 I 7/8 0
0 0 0 I 15/16
is example I of [4]. (The matrix A = (alj) is defined by (lii == 1. aUot-1 :-~ I - )/2i
and Gij = 0 for j f:. t. j i- i + 1.) Let A act on
I'X- == {x = {Xi}~l : [Ixllx == sup{lxd : i E N} < co] .
Since III - A" == 1 it follows that
triA) C (Qv.: I;, - II,,; 1- 1/2;}r0= {;.: 12- II,,; I}.
It was proven in [4] that 0 is an eigenvalue of A. In fact the same argument
shows that any Awith I), - II ~ 1 is an eigenvalue of A. Indeed. set ), = I + rew
with 0 ~ r ~ 1. Then an eigenvector is obtained as follows:
x, + (I - 1/2")x,,+ 1 = ;"x,n
x,,+ I 0= ei•
,1J
I" X II (g(I - I12'))-
If A acts on
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then the same recursive formula XI/+ I == Cil/(I,JIX1/ (n:~ I (I - 1/2\)) shows that for
o~ r < 1 the nurnber ). is an eigenvalue. For r == 1~ ), is not an eigenvalue but
an approximate eigenvalue. Thus again we need to take at least the closure of
the union of the discs {z; Jz - 11 ~ 1- 2-k}~ for k ~ 1.
Our next example illustrates the known fact that the spectrum of the matrix
A depends not only on A but on the space on which A acts. More importantly,
it shows that Gershgorin 's theorem can not be extended to infinite matrices if
we want to capture the whole spectrum. It is another matter if we arc only
interested in the eigenvalues, see for instance Section 3 in [5].
2.9. Let 11; be any sequence such that ~~ I 1/11; < 1. Matrix A below, which is a
strictly lower triangular matrix, represents an operator from II into itself and
also from /X into itself.
I 2 3 4 5 6
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1/111 0 0 0 0 0
3 1/111 1//12 0 0 0 0
4 1/"1 1/ 112 1/113 0 0 0
5 1/111 1/112 1/113 1/114 0 0
111 + I
111 -I- 2
1/111
o
1/112 1/113 l/11.J
l/n2 1/113 1/114
1/115 1/1lr,
1/115 1/116
o
o
1/112 1/113
o 1/113
1/114 1/115 1/116
1/114 1/115 1/116
II) +3
/13 +4
o
o
o
o
1/113 1/114
o 1/114
l/n5 1/116 ...
1/115 1/116
Observe that our matrix A = (o;}) is defined by
0'.= {1/11; if)+ l~i~j+I1;,
IJ " 0 otherwise.
When A is acting on rx.' it has norm smaller than one, and therefore J - A is
invertible. However, 1 - A is not invertible when acting on II.
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Let e, be the clement in I' or I~ defined by e, == {c\i }j~_ J' where (jij is the
Krocneckcr's c). Thus
/I /
A(e;):::: (1/Ili)Lei ,k.
k:..J
The norms of A when acting on II and l> are IIA III == I and
IIAII, < 2:~ I 1In; < Lrespectively. Moreover, A restricted to the positive cone
II, ::: {x == {x;} ~ I E II : x; ~ O}
satisfies IIA (x) ill ::: Ilxll,. We will show that J - A is not invertible by proving
that any)' E III is not in the range of I - A whenever)' is a non-zero vector. Set
(1- A)x = y~ this is equivalent to the system of infinitely many equations
XI =YI,
- (I l"dx, +X2 :::: )'2,
- (I ludXI - (1//1:dx2 +X3 == Y3 1
- (I I III )XI - (1//12 )X2 - ..• - (I Inll l )X"I +XI/I + I == YIIIII,
- (1/1l:dX2 - •.• - (1/l1n1 I dXll1 +t +X11J +2 ==Yltl!2'
But then XI == YI, X2:= Yl + (I [n, )Xt, •. . arc all non-negative numbers, There-
fore
Ilxll l = tXi= t (tl / (lIi ) )Xi +~" = tx; +P'; = Ilxll l + IIyll1
and since ILvll1 > O. it follows that Ilxll l == 00; i.e., x can not be in II, Thus
I E a(A) when A acts on II.
3. Minimal Gershgorin sets
3.1. Let A == (a~i) be an n x 11 matrix and x a positive »-dimensional vector. Let
and
11
G; == UGi<x(A).
i== I
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In [10], Theorem 4 Varga showed that the minimal Gcrshgorin set
G(A) == nG"
s -o
satisfies that oG(A) C t1{QA) == UIJEfl" a(B), where
QA == {B == (hi j ) : hu = aij for i ::= I, ... , II and Ihijl == laijl if i t= j}.
He also proved ([10], Theorem 6) that G(A) == a(Q,.,), where
!}, ~ {B == (biJ): hii == a.; for i == 1, ... ,11 and jhij [~ laiil if i i j} .
. hi a subsequent paper [II] he generalized the concept of minimal Gershgorin
sets to partitioned matrices. Varga's approach is different from ours since he
considered all possible norms, see Definition I of [11].
Also [11], Theorem 7 gives a sufficient condition for ClG(A) C a(Q..,), where
G(A) is considered with recpect to a given partition.
Now let A ::= (Ai}) be a matrix of bounded operators acting on HI E:D ••• EE1 II,,,
where each Hi is a Hilbert space. Our definition of the minimal Gershgorin set
G(A) is a straightforward generalization of the scalar case. Let
G,.x(A) = rr(A il ) U{z : z ~ rr(Aij) and II(A il - ::/r'll- '
:::; j,t)IAUIl (Xi/Xi) },
where I is the identity on H; and
n
G(A) == nUGi.x(A).
,,>0 i~-I
Similar to the scalar case, we define
(I )
Q,., ::= {B == (Bu) : Bii == Ai; for i == 1, ... ,11 and IIBul1 == IIAill1 if i 1= j}
and
Q.., == {B === (Hi}) : Bi; == Aii for i == I, ... ,11 and IIBul1 ~ I/AijJl if i f:. /},
as well as a(Q,,) and a(Q..d.
Observe that if B E QA, then QIJ == Q Il and a(QB) == a(Q,,). However, if
B E a, then QB C Q.., and therefore a(QB ) C a(QA ) .
3.2. Let A == (Ai}) be a partitioned scalar matrix, In general its minimal Ge-
rshgorin set G(A) is an infinite set. Since a(A) is finite, a(A) f G(A). To em-
phasize the difference with the finite dimensional case we now give the
following example. Let S be the unilateral backward shift: i.e., there exists an
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orthonormal basis {ell: 11 ~ ()} r'lf ;111, Hilbert space /-1 such that S(eo) == 0 and
S(en ) = e,,_J. Since S is an isometry, lIS11 == 1. It is well-known that
a(8) == {J.: I).I:S; I} and each ). in the interior of the disk is an eigenvalue for
the eigenvector X;. == L~: () ),11e". Let A be the 2 x 2 matrix of operators acting
on H ED H defined by
A = G~).
Then A is unitarily equivalent to an unilateral backward shirt of multiplicity
two and therefore a(A) = a(S) :::: {;.: 1),1 ~ 1} = G(A). Observe that the diag-
onal consists of normal operators; this is not the case in the next example. Let
B be the 2 x 2 matrix of operators acting on H CH If defined by
( s S'B= S s)
Since IIBII = 2 and B(Xi. CD x;.) = 2;. (Xi. G) x;.), it follows that (1(8) = {Ii: Illl ~ 2}.
On the other hand
G(B) == a(S) U{).: II ()./ - S) -'II ~ I}.
We now show that for 1).1 > I, II (11 - sr-' II = 1;.1 - I. Recall that for any
invertible operator T the norm or r' can be estimated as
liT-III = inf{IIT(x)11 : Ilxll = I}.
If Ilxll == I, then II ().1 - S)xll ~ 1I),xll - IIStl1 = 1)·1 - 1. Thus
II()J - 8)--111 ~ 1),1 - 1.
To get the other inequality, set Y(f) = aX(i./(li.lh)) such that IIY(f)11 == I. Then
II ()J - S)y (( ) II = II [(;. - ()./(I)·I+ f))].1' (f ) II = [I}·I /(I),I+ ()]( I).I+( - 1).
Consequently
Iimll(AI- S)Y(f)l1 == 1).1- I ~ II()./ - 8)-111·( .......0
Thus again we have G(B) = O"(B).
3.3. Proposition. Let A = (Au) act on HI 81 ... EB HfI and B = (Bij) act on
KI ED ••• EB KlI where K, C Hi for all i. If Au has the decomposition
_(Bii 0)A.. -
II 0 eii
with respect 10 Hi = K, EB K/ and iffor i f. i, IIBijl1 = IIAull, then G(B) c G(A).
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Procf. Let; rj. rr(A ii ) . Since a(Bii ) C a(Aii ) . it follows that
11(: - Burl II ~ 111ax{ 11(: - Biirlll.II(= - Ciir-Ill} = 11(= - Aiir ' lI
and therefore
II (= - Aii ) .- I Ij _. I ~ II (= - Bii).~ I II ~ I .
This combined with the facts that a(Bii ) c a(Aii ) and II (Bu)II ~ II (Ail) II for i f=. .i
imply that for any positive n..dimensional vector x = (XI •.•.. X/I).
The definition of the minimal Gershgorin set for matrices of operators (I) now
makes the conclusion G(8) C G(I1) evident. 0
3.4. Definition. Let A == (Aij) be an 11 x 11 matrix of operators. We will make
repeated lISC of the following definition:
t».., = {8 == (hi;) : hii E a(A ii ) and IhI)I == IIAij II for i f j}.
Notice that n..:consists of operators which act on the same space that A acts
011. while (1).-/ consists of n x II scalar matrices.
3.5. Proposition. Let A == (A~i) he all II x 11 111l11rix o] operators such I/UO Aii is
110,.,.;1(1/ [or i =: L2..... 11. Theil
G(A) = UG(B).
Be /11,\
Proof. Let Z E G(A). We have to analyze two cases:
(i) If z E a(Akk ) , then z E G(R) for B == (hi;) E (J):/ where bu == z. Conse..
quently Z E G(B).
(ii) Assume that z f/ U;.I I a(Aii ) and let i.; E a(Aii ) be such that
1= - ;.il := dist(::, a(Aii ) ) == 11(: - Aii)-III--I.
Let B == (hi}) E (I).., be such that hii :::: I'i' The fact that z E G(A) means that given
x == (XI, ... ,x,,) E [RII with Xk > 0 for all k, ther e exists i such that
11
/1(: - Aii)-'ll-' ~ L IIAull(xi/x;).
j-'.o I,/ii
However, this is the same as
1/
1= - ;'il zz: 1= - biil ~ L Ibul(xi/Xi)
r:l·jl-i
since Ihul = IJAilll. Thus Z E G(B) with B E WA.
.15
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To prove the other implication, let's aSSUI11C that z E G(B) with
B == (hij) E (I),.,. If z E tT(A kk ) for S01l1C k, then z E G(A). If this is not the
case, then given x == (.\'1' .•.. X/I) E R" with x, > 0 for all k there exists i such
that
n n
II (= - AJJ y-'ll-l ~ 1= - hiil ~ L Ih;jl (xi/x") = L llAijl1 (xi/x;).
i I.; I i I - I.jl i
The first inequality is due to 11(.: - Aiir'II--1 == disl(z. (1"(11 11 )) ~ 1= - hiil. Thus
Z E G(A). The proof of the lemma is now complete. 0
3.6. Example The matrix
4 -") -I
() )-
-2 4 0 -I
A==
-I 0 4 ~2)0 --I -')
-
was considered in [2] and [J I] where it was shown that
0"(A) C {i.: ji. - 2' ~ I} U{i.: /i. -- 6/ ~ I}.
Since AII and A22 arc normal, we can apply Proposition 3.5. Notice that
W.1 == Q B1UQ1h UDB., UQ/J.1 1
where
BI = C~), B2 = C~). 81 == C~). and 84 == C~).
But G(Bd == G(B2), while G(B)) == {I.: I). - 21 ~ I} and G(B4) == {I.: I). - 6/
~ n. Since G(B,) c G(B))UG(B4)~ we again conclude that a(Q,,) C G(A)
== G(BJ ) U G(B4 ) .
3.7. Let a < band G, hErR.. and consider the matrix
(
Q f)
A==- ( h
Its eigenvalues are real numbers and the largest one
(a +b +- ((b - a)~ + 4c:2)1/2)/ 2. By Varga's Theorem, oG(A) C a(QA ) . Thus
max {r: r E [ijnG(A) } == (a +b+ ((b - a)2 +4(2)1 /2)/2.
Let's see this result directly; Each Gershgorin set for A is the union of two
discs, namely
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G; == {;.: /1;. - al ~ fX2/XI} U{i.: IIi. - hi ~ (XI/X~}.
where x = (xr ,x~). Therefore
max {,. : r E ~nG(A)} = min{ mux]« + ((xdxiJ, h -1- ((XI/X,))) .
The minimum above obtains when the corresponding disc centered at b is
contained and is tangent to the disc centered at a. In other words when
a + c]! == IJ +d. But t == (a - b+ ((h - a)2 +4(2)1/2)/2 and therefore
, 1 1('h .1- ct == (a +b + ((17 - at +4(-) -)/2.
3.8. Proposition. Let A == (Aii) he a 2 x 2 matrix of operators such thot
200
All == 0 0 0
lind
1/2 0 0 ...
0 2/3 0
A22 = 0 0 3/4
and A12 == 1'121 :::.: cl where (-. > O.
Then there exists a point on the boundary, oG(A), of G(A) which is not in
a(Q").
Proof. Since a(A 1d =: {O,2} and a(A~2) == {k/ (k + I) : k E ~} U{ I}, Proposi-
tion 3.5 assures us that
( 2 f. )Bk == I .f ki]: + l) -
As we saw in 3.7, p =: (3 + (I +4(2)1 /2)/ 2 is the largest real number in
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and therefore is the largest real number in G(A). Thus p E oG(A). Observe that
p satisfies
(2)(p - I)(p - 2) == (2.
We will now show that: If T E Q(A), then p rJ a(1'). Let
T= (All C) EQ;/o
B A22
We can express T acting on (Ii, (8 fl/ ) CD II as follows
2 0 8 1
T == 0 0 82 ,
CI C:. D
where HI = C is the one dimensional eigenspace corresponding to the eigen-
value 2 and D == A22• But T E Q means that
(3)
To show that p 1. a(T)~ we prove that T - pi is one-to-one and onto. (As
stated before, the open mapping theorem implies that the aJgebraic inverse
(T - pI)-I is a bounded operator.) The equation
(T - pI)(x El) Y (jj z) == II ED v (f) w (4)
is equivalent to:
(2 - p)x +BIz == u,
- py 1- B2Z == V,
CIX +C2Y + (j) - p)z = w.
.
(5)
(6)
(7)
(Notice that x and u can be considered as complex numbers.) From Eq. (6),
y =. p-I (B2(z) - v). Replacing this value of y in Eq. (7), we obtain
(D - p)z = w - Clx - p-t(C2B;!(z) -- Cz(v)), (8)
II (D )- 1 -I B II E
2 p - 2 1
- p P C2 2 ~ p(p _ I) == p < . (9)
The first inequality is a consequence of Eq. (3), while the equality is a conse-
quence of Eq. (2). Therefore Eq. (8) is equivalent to
z == (D- p +P-IC2B2)- I(w - CIX +P- 1C2(V)). (10)
Eqs, (5) ano (10) now imply
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(2 - p)x - 81(D - P -+ p- 1C2.1?: )- 1(C1x)
== II - BI (D - P+P- I C~B2) -I ( 1lt +p -I C2( l))).
If we show that
(II )
(12)
then Eq. (10) has a unique solution and therefore T - pI is in vertiblc. (Since we
obtain a unique value of'.v in Eq, (II), there is a unique vector ; in Eq. (10).
But now y is obtained from Eq, (6).) By way of contradiction. assume that
2-p-B1(Ji ) ==0, (13)
where Il==(D-pl+p··IC2B2) - IC1(1). Now Eqs.(3) and (13) imply the in..
equalities
p - 2 == llB I {It)ll ~ fil/ili.
"I ., "l, "I.," .,IIB2(ll)]j~:S; ('·lltLlI~ - jlB I (p)W == rllflll~ - (p - 2t·
(14)
(15)
Assume for a moment that p - 2 = flllill. Then IIB2(ll)1I 2 == 0, but this means
that (D - p){tt) == C1(I). On the other hand. for any non-zero vector a we have
that II(D - p)-I (a)11 < (p - 1)-1 !lall. Therefore
lIB, (It)11 ::= jlBI (D - pr- IC, (1) II < (p - I) --I (2 ==: p - 2.
But this is impossible since we are assuming that Eq. (13) holds.
We now show that equality Eq. (13) implies lIllll == (P- 2)/(. Since
(D - fJ) Il =: CI ( I) +-P-I C2B2(jl) and CI ( 1) +P- IC2B2(It) == C(l EF) P- I B2(,l ))~ it
follows that
(p-I)211IlI12~ II(p-D)flI1 2 ==: I]C(J (b fJ- I B2 ( 1l ) 1I 2 ~ f. 2 ( 1 +p-21IB2(Jt)II"2 ).
(16)
(The last inequality is a consequence of Eq. (3).) Inequalities (15) and (16)
imply that
(p __ 1)2111111 2 ~ (2(1 +p-2((211It Il 2 _ (p _ 2)2).
Thus IIJtI1 2((p - 1)2 - f4p-2) ~ f.2( 1- p-2(p - 2)2) and again using Eq. (2),
Illlll:! ~ f.2/(p - 1)2 == (p _ 2)2/f.2•
The above inequality and Eq. (14) imply that Illlll = (p.- 2)/(. Since we have
already seen that this is impossible, the proposition is proved. 0
The conclusion of the following lemma is included in [13], Theorem 3.49.
(This theorem is due to Apostol, Foias and Voiculescu.) The proof of the
lemma is included here for the sake of completeness.
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3.9. Lemma. LeI T he 1I hounded operator acting 011 1I Hilbert space If.
(1'1. E fTarprn(T) hut it is not OIl eigenvalue. then there «xists {/11 orthonormal
sequence {XI/ : II EN} ill II such that liml/_.,-II T(xl/) - ;~\"I/ II :::: O.
Proof. Since a(T - I.) = (J"( T) - I., it suffices to consider the case when i. == O.
Let {Xl •...• xJJ } be an orthonormal set of vectors such that II T(Xi) II ~ t:' for
i ~ I..... 11. Let M be the n-dimensional subspace generated by {XI, .... x,,}.
Since 0 is not an eigenvalue, T is bounded below on AI and T(M) is also
n-dimensional. If TI,\! ( were not bounded below, we could get a unit vector
Xttl-l E u! such that IIT(xll -t-I)11c.s; (n + 1) -I. We now show that the assumption
that T is bounded below on MJ implies that T is bounded below, which is
impossible since 0 is an approximate value, Ir T is bounded below on M 1.,
then T(Al J) is a subspace. i.c, a closed linear manifold, Since 0 is not an
eigenvalue. T(Atf J ) nT(/VI) == {O}. Moreover the following assertion is true.
(For a related notion of positive minimal angle between subspaccs, see (J 2],
p. 339.)
Assertion. T{NI 1 ) and T(M) hare a posit ire minimal angle in the sense that
inf {II" - vII: II E T(M). l' E T(Ml.), lIull = 11l'11 = I} > O.
Proof of assertion. Assume that lIulII - 1'11111 goes to zero. Since T(M) is finite
dimensional, we can select a subsequence limA which converges to a unit vector
II E T(M). But then II = Jimk~~xl'JIIA E T(Nr~). This is impossible since
T(Ml) nT(M) = {OJ.
Thus T(Al1.) EB T(M) is a subspace: an application of Proposi.ion 2.2 finishes
the proof of the lemma. 0
Remark. If T is normal, then a(T) = aappro(T). If ;. E a(T) is an eigenvalue,
then its corresponding eigenspace reduces T~ i.c,
( I. 0)T = 0 t .
with respect to Ker( T - ).) (B Ker( T _ /.)1.
But now if i. is not isolated in a(T), then ). E 0"( t) and it is not an eigenvalue
for i. Thus for normal operators we can always use the above lemma when I, is
not an isolated eigenvalue.
3.10. Lemma. For i == 1, ... ,11, let Hi hea Iii/bert snace ofdimension at least two.
Let A = (Aij) he the decomposition with respect to HI EB .•. ffi II". For
i = 1,2, ... ,11, let I'i = bii E rr(Aii)' Assume that for each i, i. j is an eigenvalue
o/Au.
Then B == (bij) E w,., implies that G(B) C 0'(Q..d.
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Proof. We prove the lemma just in the C'lSC that i = i. 2. We do this IJl..~CallSC
this case illustrates the general case while the notation is kept simpler, and also
beca use similar ideas are used in the following results.
Let Z E (~(n). Then [10], Theorem 6 implies t':at .7 E a(D) for some
D = (elij ) E [21/. Let e E III and f E 1-/2 be eigenvectors corresponding to the
eigenvalues J. l = ')11 = ell j and i.2 = h22 .= dZ2' respcc: ively; i.e.. AII (e) = i' l e
and A22(1') = ;.~.f. Let ('\'1 ,s:) be a unit vector in C:' which is an c.genvectorof J)
corresponding to the eigenvalue z, Let us define T =.~ (i~:f) E Q... as follows:
7'12(() = dl2e and T21(c) = el2l f . Also TJ:d u l ; is such t~;(:t its range is contained
in {e}.L and /I TI21{lJ I II = IItt I:dl· Likewise 7~d~d L is such that its range is con-
tained in {f}·L and II Tn 1ft'} I II = 1111 211;. It is now easy to verify that
T( ' ) ':1~ , ") ...- -( ," r, '/') 0.\ I (: f i '\'2./ - - S 1(1 ,\ 2. •
3.11. Carollary. F(H i =:..: 1, ... ,11, lei HI h. a finite dimensional Hilbert space of
dimension at least tlro. Let A = (Ai)) h, d'e decomposition with respect tu
HI GJ ... ED lin. Ifeacl: Ali is norma.'. then (i~A)::-. a(Q..d.
Proof. Since Ati acts on a finite dimensional space, IT(._f l , ) consists of
eigenvalues. Since, in addition, Aii is normal for each i, Proposition 3.5 says
that G(A) ::~. UHr:UJi G(B).
Lemma :',10 unplics that G(Aj = UfJEw,G(B) C a(QA ) . Since the other in-
clusion (namely (J(n..d C G(A)) always holds, it follows that a(Q..,) = G(A). 0
3.12. Lemma. For i = I, ... ,n, let Hi he a finite dimensional IIi/her! space. Let
A = (Ai)) be lite decomposition with respect 10 HI ED •.. ED Hn . If each Aii is
normal, then oG(A) C a(Q..d.
Proof. When each N: is one dimensional. this is Varga's result ([10]. Theorem 4).
For the general case. ret :.: E aC(A). By Lemma 3.5, Z E G(B) for some
B E W." and therefore: E (\("( Ii). Thus [l0], Theorem 4 implies that Z E a(D) for
some D:= (du) E QB. We now build an operator T ;::: (Tij) E Q,., as in Lemma
3.10, except that we do not need that dimension of Iii be greater than one since
dij ;::: JIAijll.
Let e, be a unit vector such that Ai,\ej) :::: d'fe;. For i 1= t. let T;jej = due; and
T,j!kd I = O. By relabelling if necessary, we may assume that If; is one di-
mensional only for i < s. For i ~ s the space generated by e, reduces Ai;'
Therefore
_(dii 0)Aii - Ao Ail
with respect to {aej : a E C} ED {ej}·L. Thus T can be seen as
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T=
o
..
.1,1'
o
Since z E a(D) '..::: a( T), we ail: done. [I
3.13~ Lemma. Let /1 he a11 iniinite dimensionut Hilbert spuce. Lei A = (AU) he the
decatnposition with respect 10 II nO I .... iJj H. For i = 1\2, .... n, le:
I.; ::-: hli '= rr(Ai;). ASSlIHl(;' that [or each i, i'i is either un eigenvalue of infinite
I1wlu/J/icity O/' all approximate cigcnraluc tluu is no! till eigenvalue (~l Au.
Then B = (hi!) ( (1):/ implies tliat G(B) c a(Q,.,).
Proof. Recall that G(B) = a(QB) ([10). Theorem 6). Let {8m = (bij(m)) :
111 EN} he a denumerable dense subset of a(Qn). We construct the operator T
in (1 \ [2. , ) in such a way that each Bill can be seen as almost a summand of T.
Actually what we will sec is that if Z E 0'(£) and E E QIJ, then z E O"approx(T).
The hypothesis and LCI11nla 3.9 imply that it is possible to find n infinite
orthonormal sets {e",J: 111 EN} (with k == L ... 1 Il) such that
lim II (Au - i.k )CIII.k II = o.
11/-' :x.
In addition, we 111ay ask that for each k, H, == {em,k; mEN} 1 he infinite
dimensional.
For defining T we need only specify the off-diagonal entries since T;i == Ai;
for i == 1, ... ,11. For i =f. l. let 1i_,(cm.j ) == blj{m)em.i and 7;,)J/I, = IIAijIIUij, where
(lij is a unitary operator from flj onto Hk • Now let E E DB and Z E a(£). Let
(.\'11'" 'Sn) be a unit vector in 1[:11 such that E(SI\'" ,.\'1/) :::: z(s(, ... ,s,,). Sup-
pose that In is such that liE - Bmll < e/2 and (I::~cl II (Aii - i.j)Cm.i1l2) 1/2 < E/2.
Then
n
~ 11(8m -Z)(SI, ...s,,)11 +L(lsil)II(A;; _. i_j)e"',,ill·
i- I •
Since (SI' ... ,s,,) is a unit vector, an application of Cauchy-Schwarz shows
that the right-hand side above is majorized by
liB., - Ell + (~II(Afj _Aj)elll,fI1 2) 1,'2 < f.
Thus z E tTaprrox(T). The proof of the lemma is now completed. 0
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3.14. Theorem. Lei 1-/ he! an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Let A := (Ail) act
011 H ffi..:-· . (Jj H. I] [or each i == 1, ... ,11 the operator Aii is normal, then
G(A) = a(Q,.,).
Proof; Let Z E G(A). By Lemma 3.5, Z E G(B) for some B = (hij) E OJ", There
arc two situations in which we can affirm that z E a(QA ) . The first one is
covered by Lemma 3.10; i.e., when each hii is an eigenvalue of Aii• The second
situation is covered by Lemma 3.13~ i.e., no hii is an isolat.ed eigenvalue of finite
multiplicity. The remaining case has some eigenvalues that arc isolated with
finite multiplicity and some which are approximate eigenvalues but not
eigenvalues.
By Varga's result for the scalar case ([10), Theorem 6), z E O"(D) for some
"D == (d;j) E nIJ • ( I 7)
Thus hu = d; E a(A,-;) and Id~il ~ IIA~ill. By relabelling if necessary, we now as-
sume that for i < S, dii is an eigenvalue of Ail and J'i are unit vectors such that
" .LAijlvi) = diiy;. Let Aii = Aiillll where {Yi} = Hi'
For j J:. s, assume that tii j is not an eigenvalue of Aj j . However, by the
Spectral Theorem for normal operators ([8]. Theorems 12.22 and 12.23) we can
express A .. as
.11
(
AI,. 0)1/Aj i = "
o A./i'
with respect to H = Hf ED H, .. where 11/ is the range or the spectral projection
corresponding to a disk centered at djj with radius (5. (If Ajj = .r). dEj ( ). ) , thenHI = Ej ( {/l: IJl - dill < c5}. Notice that H/ is necessarily infinite-dimensional.)
Also If) is infinite dimensional if we choose () small enough, which we do. Thus
if Ij is the identity of Hf. then IIAl;- ~iJJil < (5.
Choose unit vectors j, E hj -. Since Yi have already been chosen for i < s, we
have that Jj E Hf for all j. Wr- are nOON ready to define T E QA as follows:
(i) For u f. v, ~I!'(Y") = d,lI'Y14 and 7;/I'I"dJnJlJ == O. (For v < s, {YI,}l nH/- ={O}.) '. J •
(ii) Also for II =I v, 7;/1·111" -== Jt;1I" where V;/I' is a operator from III' onto fill with
norm IJAIII'II.
(iii) For II = v, of course 7;(1/ == Aliii'
Observe that if II f:. v, then T,lI·(lf/) C H,;- and TlIl·(H/.) C fill' The operator T
can be expressed as
T' '0 0
T=
o ...
'"o J~ll AmI
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Thus a(T') C 0'( T). Now choose a fixed operator L acting on a Hilbert space
K of the 1'01'111
D 0
0 ('\.11\
L==
0 0
o
()
1 [.' /01/ v · P d l ·~ L' , r" .r: . I I 'W iere l\. = IG j : 1 "'- .1 (0 ... IP 1\./1 an I~ .\- •••• • l\IJ arc In J111tC-uI111CnSIOna, (1 IS
the identity on 1\/1 ~llHl D is the 11 x 11 scalar matrix obtained in Eq. () 7).
The operator T' is unitarily equivalent to an operator T(()) acting on K
such that
() 8)
Indecd, T( ()) - L can be seen us an operator matrix acting on
hi ( f'l .•• (1-) F, (']) K. (-1'1 ••• f! ) K
_,1 /I _. .\ . , 1/ ,
where ell ==F1 0i) " ' (PF" and each R :,::C. Each entry (T{())-L)fl,tf with
1~ p,q ~ 211 - S + I has norm at most (5. This fact proves (18), the desired
inequality.Since tr(L) = a(D)U{«u: s~.i~II} and D is a scalar II x 11 matrix,
a(L) consists of a finite number of points. Thus [z}is a component of (J(L) .•The
upper scmicontiuuity of the components of the spectrum implies that given f:
there exists a () > 0 such that there is w E a(T((~)) with Iw - =1 < (, (The upper
semicontinuity of the components of the spectrum is a classical result, see for
instance [13], Thc ~ ;renl 1.1 or [9], Theorem 3.16. p. 212.) Since T' and T(()) arc
unitarily equivalent, a(T(())) = a(T'). Therefore w E a(T'). Thus
wE a(T) C a(Q..,). We have thus proved that Z E O'(Q,.,). Thus G(A) C a(QA) .
~incc we know that a(QA) C G(A) and G(A) is dosed we have that
a(Q... ) c G(A). The proof of the theorem is now complete. 0
3.15. Corollary. For i == 1, ... ,11, let Hi he a Hilbert space. Let A = (Ai}) be the
decomposition with respect to HI (I) •.. ffi !-Ill' l]' each Au is normal. then
oG(A) C a(QA ) .
Proof. Due to Lemma 3.12 and Theorem 3.)4, we need only analyze the case
when there is a finite dimensional space as well as an infinite dimensional space
among the His. However, by using ideas similar to the ones used in the above
quoted lemma and theorem, we can get the desired result directly. 0
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